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Abstract— This paper is an endeavour to examine the idea of 

laws of thermodynamics and heat exchanging process. The 

heat exchanger is a gadget which complies with the 

thermodynamic laws for exchanging heat and temperature 

starting with one substance then onto the next. In most recent 

couple of decades, the innovation utilized as a part of heat 

exchanger are customary and less effective. Be that as it may, 

progression in innovation has given new plans of heat 

exchanger. Plate-fin heat exchanger is being used in control 

plants and other thermal plants these days. These heat 

exchangers are comprised of ridged plates which increment 

its proficiency and execution when contrasted with shell and 

tube heat exchanger. Plate heat exchangers can be effectively 

gathered and part. Due to which examination, support, and 

cleaning are simple. Because of essence of shear rates and 

shear stresses, high turbulence, auxiliary stream and blending 

and plate corrugation design in plate type heat exchangers 

fouling is diminished around 10 to 25% when contrasted with 

shell and tube exchangers heat transfer. In this heat exchanger 

erosion factor is less because of rectangular shape plate and 

it is more effective.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the present time plate-type heat exchangers are for the most 

part utilized, and these are extremely valuable kind of heat 

exchangers. They are appropriate because these can 

undoubtedly be cleaned and give higher proficiency and need 

less space (roughly 33%) of shell and tube heat exchangers. 

Plate type heat exchangers are framed by thin plates and these 

plates can be smooth or corrugated shape. They are either 

twisted or level in exchangers. Regularly, these sorts of 

exchangers can't hold high weight, temperatures also weight 

and temperature contrasts. Different focal points make them 

prevalent contender for various applications. As of late, plate 

type heat exchangers are more generally utilized more than 

other sort of heat exchangers. They are appropriately 

claiming to have favourable circumstances, for example, 

simplicity of generation, conservativeness, affectability and 

simple care after establishment. For accomplishing 

enhancements in plate type heat exchangers measure of heat 

transfer and weight drop ought to be considered. Rate of heat 

transfer ought to be more, and weight drop ought to be less. 

Corrugated plate can create obstruction in the stream with 

high friction so before planning, the two components ought 

to be considered. There is additionally some other plate type 

heat exchangers of different shapes (winding plate, lamella, 

and plate-curl). 

 
Fig. 1: Flow principle of plate heat exchanger 

II. ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS OF PLATE HEAT 

EXCHANGERS 

There are some after focal points of plate heat exchangers; 

these can be effortlessly taken an interest into their individual 

segments for cleaning, examination and upkeep. In this heat 

exchangers, high heat transfer coefficients are picked up and 

is prevailed by separation and reattachment of limit layers, 

twirl or vortex stream generation, and small hydraulic 

powered breadth stream entries. For the plate heat exchangers 

surface zone which is required is one half to 33% to shell and 

tube exchangers. Plate type heat exchangers require less 

space when contrasted with other type exchangers. Net 

weight of plate heat exchanger is very nearly one 6th of shell 

and tube exchangers. Spillage does not happen until the gaps 

are created.  

Plates and gaskets are reason for some inborn 

confinements in the plate heat exchangers. Greatest pressure 

handling capacity of plate heat exchanger is right around 

3MPa check or 435 psi yet for all intents and purposes it takes 

a shot at 1.0MPa or 150 psi. Materials of gasket restrain the 

utilization of plate heat exchangers in exceedingly corrosive 

applications. Greatest working temperature is very nearly 

2608C or 5008F however for all intents and purposes it works 

underneath 1508C or 3008F for maintaining a strategic 

distance from the utilization of costly gasket materials. 

Following the pinhole spills are extremely troublesome work 

in the plate heat exchangers. Fluids containing sinewy 

materials are not ideal for plate heat exchangers. Viscous 

fluids can be overseen, yet because of the amazing viscous 

fluids, maldistribution issue occurs in cooling. For dangerous 

fluids plate exchangers are reasonably being used. Add up to 

surface zone of biggest unit is just about 2500m2 or 27000 

ft2per frame. 

III. MAJOR APPLICATIONS 

For milk pasteurization in 1923 right off the bat plate heat 

exchanger were found. In exhibit time it is utilized for fluid 

heat transfer obligations (viscosities up to 10 Pa s). Ordinarily 

these are utilized as a part of dairy, juice, refreshment, mixed 

drink, general nourishment preparing, and pharmaceutical 

ventures. Plate type heat exchangers are likewise utilized as a 

part of different fields for the most part in businesses and 

furthermore for closed circuit cooling frameworks of vast 
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petrochemical and power plants. For lower density gas to gas 

activities plate heat exchangers are not reasonable. 

IV. OTHER TYPES OF PLATE-TYPE HEAT EXCHANGERS 

These are spiral plate, lamella, and plate coil exchangers, and 

plate fin heat exchangers. 

 
Fig. 2: U- channel ribbed plates and multi louver fin 

automotive evaporator 

Corrugation depth vs corrugation wavelength plot is 

given in figure 3. This plot also emphasizes the effect of 

angles at which fins are assembled. 

 
Fig. 3: Geometrical Characteristics of plate surface 

corrugations [1] 

Plate fin heat exchangers are commonly triangular 

and rectangular cross section in shape. These can be 

sandwiched in between parallel plate. Flat tube and webs are 

used with or without displacing the parting sheet due to the 

liquid’s or phase change liquid’s flow on the other sides. 

For moderate operating pressures {less than about 

700KPa gauge (100psi)} plate fin exchangers are commonly 

designed. For operating pressure up to about 8300Kpa gauge 

(1200psi) plate fin exchangers are commercially available. 

 

V. MODEL 

Modelling of corrupted plate heat exchanger is done on 

Solidworks 2014. For simplicity, the geometry is made such 

that the sharp edges are replaced by curved surfaces. This 

helps in the thermal analysis because of easy meshing which 

is required. 

 
Fig. 5: Model of corrupted plate heat exchanger 

 
Fig. 6: Edge/face connectivity with meshing. 

VI. RESULT 

The results show the variation of temperature around the 

corrugated heat exchanger. It is evident that the temperature 

is more at the bottom plate as compared to upper plate. This 

results in proper dissipation of heat as the upper surface is 

losing heat at a higher rate than the bottom plate. The 

temperature difference is around 40 degrees Celsius.  
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Fig. 7: ANSYS result of temperature variation around heat 

exchanger. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Plate-fin heat exchanger are more productive than shell-and-

tube type heat exchanger in view of low weight drop and high 

heat transfer coefficients. Plate-fin heat exchanger have 

minimal size because of which it is utilized as a part of 

intensity plant as opposed to shell-and-tube type heat 

exchanger, which have substantial and massive structure and 

can't be effectively cleaned and kept up when contrasted with 

plate fin heat exchanger. Little size, expandable limit, and 

closer approach temperatures are likewise the attributes of 

plate heat exchangers. 
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